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Abstract:

This research explores how Pacific and contemporary cultures cohesively blend through 3D printing
to create a new identity for Pacific people. The project seeks to further the development of concerning
issues surrounding Identity and diabetes within Pacific communities. Foreign preconceptions about
the Pacific are been challenged here to create a new identity about the Pacific from a Pacific
perspective. The extraction of these Pacific motifs will be explored through a Design realm,
3D printing, which contribute to the development of a contemporary Pacific.
The project seeks to explore the effects of type 1 diabetes on adolescents. In particular, with the
managing and storage of their diabetic equipment’s while outside of home care. Pressures of
adolescent years is added when diabetes is present, which can cause physiological disadvantages. Bike
riding will be the scenario of choice, where storage kits for bikes are 3D printed. Pacific patterning
is encouraged to help with the 3D printing process, the familiarity of Pacific patterning is to inspire
my Pacific people in becoming active with diabetes. Participants will be used in this research to gain
feedback and further the design, giving them a sense of autonomy through unique
storage kits, portraying their identity.
Inspiration is drawn from my heritage, which is explored through my contemporary environment
(Design), to portray my identity as a Pacific designer. This is evident throughout my experimentation
whereas the incorporation of Pacific patterning and themes influence the final design.
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Inspiration:
This research has been inspired through two different avenues which I believe compliments one
another. The first sense of inspiration derives from a long time passion for my Samoan heritage. As
I was raised in Samoa the need to know my culture was of no importance to me, this all changed
towards the end of my tertiary education at Victoria University, where I found myself questioning
my culture in order to benefit it. I had a sense of duty to incorporate my Samoan heritage within
my western education context. It was my vision to explore possibilities where my traditional and
contemporary culture can co-exist, which landed me into the Masters of Design programme. I have
later found that I am not alone in this vision. My heritage encourages me to explore opportunities
through Pacific patterning not just for aesthetics but rather a meaningful narrative to encourage
diabetics to have active lifestyles through cycling, after all the Pacific people dominate the diabetes
hierarchy. The next part is to research through design exploration of 3D printed storage kits for
diabetic type 1 adolescents. A number of my relatives are also diagnosed with diabetes which has
also fuelled this research to become a crucial influence towards finding solutions in managing
diabetes. My personal interest arose through a long-time friend of mine who has been diagnosed
with diabetes type 1 at a young age. He is now 28 and managing his diabetes has become easier,
whereas when he was diagnosed he could recall how difficult it was at first to adapt towards an
illness which has bestowed itself onto him.
By examining how adolescents interact with their current diabetic kits. An opportunity arose by
improving them with the help of 3D printing. To design desirable storage kits for adolescents who
can have hectic schedules, whether its being at school, attending extra activities, sporting
commitments or socialising with friends, challenge’s will be sure to arise. The hope is to provided a
creative solution which can encourage young diabetics to be proactive about their current situation.
By using 3D printing, the possibilities for customisation for personal preference would be optimised
to solve any ongoing issues that the adolescents face while managing their diabetes. 3D printing
technology is rapidly growing giving the consumers the ability to also be producers, a maker culture
revolution empowering the individual.
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Aim of Study:

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the potential connection of Pacific identity, Pacific culture,
and 3D printing through the design of diabetic equipment storage kits. An emphasis will be to
incorporate through Pacific patterning to bring a sense of
identity.
The aim is to carry out multiple experimentation to determine how 3D printing can assist type 1
adolescents in managing their diabetes. The research will explore the current diabetic storage kits,
which is used on a daily basis. 3D printing will be used to create a synthesis between the different
equipment, supplied by a government organisation, Pharmac. Who buy in bulk from different
suppliers for each device, which don’t take into consideration the relationship between the different
equipment’s.
This research is primarily focused on how Pacific motifs like identity can be cohesively woven through
designing 3D printed storage kits which addressed the daily concerns faced while managing diabetes.
This will be conducted through a series of group participants interacting with design concepts
provided by the researcher. Participants will be asked to provide feedback on current and future
designs.
The ultimate goal for this research is to develop a functional and aesthetically pleasing storage kit that
interprets myself as a Pacific designer, while providing the user the ability to customise and
personalise through 3D printing. Providing adolescents, a sense of control over an illness they have
no control over.
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Scope of Research:
This research is the bringing of two cultures together (Pacific and Contemporary), where both can
meet on their own terms. Accepting one another is critical for both their development. By
beginning within the Pacific frame work, the reader is enlightening by pasted work from Australian,
American and Pacific scholars who have influenced the foundation of this research. Precedents that
I have drawn on come from other Pacific artists (Samoan, Maori, and Tongan) in my particular field
of Pacific arts and design. The research introduces work of similar interest which embody the same
values and approach towards Pacific culture and contemporary cultures. By displaying how Pacific
people have perceived their culture with urban life, shows that the Pacific culture is not static, but
forever evolving. Discovering heritage and western education is also a theme of this research, it
explains the importance of culture and how the Pacific people could be encouraged to express this
with the use of modern tools (3D printing)
The notion of Pacific people expressing with modern tools is also accompanied with the theme of
identity, what it means to be designing for the contemporary Pacific. The use of the word
contemporary Pacific is associated with the importance of the surroundings (urban life), your
heritage or upbringing, this will be associated with a Pacific scholar who acknowledge themselves
within this context, Albert Wendt. The combination of these two cultures creates the identity for
each individual, in this case it will be the cohesively blending of Pacific cultures (Samoan, Maori,
Tongan...) and contemporary tools (additive manufacturing, digital fabrication) In turn the research
would glorify the uniqueness that each Pacific designer or artist have towards the development of
their field.
This research will then explore the problematic statistics of Pacific Islanders with chronic diseases, in
particular diabetes. It will create an opportunity from this ideology of Pacific people ranking top of
the diabetes chart. The opportunity will be in the form of diabetes type 1 within adolescents, seeing
that this illness bestows itself onto its host at an early age. The ability to constantly monitor your
meal intake while dealing with life pressures as an adolescent will be no easy task. No child
wishes to be burdened with a life time illness which requires rigorous monitoring with needle jabs.
By having diabetes type 1, you are most likely to be the only person in your family with this illness.
It is a unique form of perceiving this illness as we move onto solutions to assist with the managing
for their diabetes. A small group of teenage participants with type 1 are recruited for further
understanding of the monitoring process. It is within informal discussions that I challenge the
participants to be creative with a solution to solve ongoing issues with their storage kits. With the
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use of 3D printing the participants can be seen actively practising the themes of this thesis within
the MAKER culture and by using Fab Labs concept of information sharing. Being able to tinker,
customise, repair and recycle objects are all what makes the maker culture. Exploring solutions
which contribute to everyday rituals, participants will be asked to provide past or ongoing
experiences they have with their current diabetes kit and how we can provide alternatives through
3D printing. This will be carried out through experiments and feedback, where design outcomes can
be created. The design outcomes will embody the Pacific identity as myself a designer while
functionally serving its purpose of improved managing of diabetes.
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Thesis Structure:

The main body of information will be divided into two parts. Part one will consist of an introduction
into the meaning of identity, within the Pacific. Visualisation of the Pacific people originates from
voyages of first contact and outdated preconceptions, this will be documented through
Captain Cook’s voyages into the South Seas, depicted by Bernard Smith (1950) and Coming of age
in Samoa (1928) by Margret Meed. Identity will be explored through Pacific people in art, design
and academia, who are integrating their heritage and passion with creativity. The selected examples
come from academic and artist Albert Wendt, artist Filipe Tohi, with designers David Hakaraia and
Lionel Taito.
Part two will consist of interpreting Pacific identity with 3D printing. This will be documented
through the chronic illness of diabetes type 1 within adolescents. It will address the issue of a
bestowed burden of managing your diabetes at a young age. 3D printing will be used to create
storage kits for their equipment that can assist adolescents in managing their diabetes. The 3D
printed kits will incorporate within themselves functionality in improving diabetes management, a
combination of user identity as well as myself (Pacific designer), by attempting to cohesively blend
traditional Pacific and contemporary cultures.
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Part 1:
Background Analysis

Inaccurate and preconception visualisation of the South Seas (South America,
South Pacific) during Captain Cooks voyages, sets the foundation of this
research. The use of Bernard Smith’s article provides insight towards a major
theme of this research (identity) and where it would have originated from.
Margret Mead, “coming of age in Samoa”, is another indication of false
interpretation of Pacific identity, in particular the Samoan women.
The new Oceania, moves us closer to a present time and how Pacific artist and
scholars are becoming increasingly active towards creating our own Pacific
identity through our own lenses, with the use of our contemporary environment.
My related research from previous years indicates the beginning of myself as a
designer with Albert Wendts vision for a New Oceania. My attempt to cohesively
blend the two cultures (traditional and contemporary processes) have continued
onto this research.
The implications of diabetes within the Pacific people and adolescents is
explored. Where 3D printing, Maker culture and Fab foundations can help assist
with issues concerning storage kits.
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European vision and the South Pacific,
1768-1850:
A study in the history of art and ideas, by
Bernard Smith
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Bernard Smith was born in Sydney Australia, he
is widely considered Australia’s most renowned
historian and cultural theorist. Smith has
produced numerous “historically oriented studies
of Australian and modernist art” (Ryan, 2005)
Two of his most acclaimed work are
“European Vision and the South Pacific
1768-1850: A study in the History of Art and
Ideas” and “Imagining the Pacific: In the wake of
the Cook Voyages” (1992) which followed suit. His
immense interest in art history was the reason
for his contribution in this research, to gather
academic insights through the perception of
Captain Cook’s artist on all three voyages.

artist described by Smith, in particular Parkinson
recorded the scenery, plants, animals, inhabitants
and any foreign object that could be investigated
further through eyes of science. They were
manifesting an identity of the South Seas to
western world.

His first popular known publication,
“European vision and the South Pacific” (1950)
provided the Western world with an image of
the South Pacific. It tells of the art work
produced by the likes of Sydney Parkinson,
Alexander Buchan (first voyage), William
Hodges (second voyage) and John Webber
on the third voyage. All three travelled with
Captain Cook at some point on his journey of
observing the transit of Venus, documenting the
voyage as detailed as they could, along the way
discovering new lands, nature and inhabitants of
the South Seas (South America, South Pacific).
Smith discusses the implications and influences
that their findings in the form of art, create for
the western world, which most of them could be
seeing the South Pacific for the first time. The
two regions of South America and South
Pacific mentioned in this journal article will be
the focus for this research. The preconception
that Europeans had about South America and
the Pacific were similar in its own right. The
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Discoveries and Preconceptions:
By the time Cook’s first voyage was to
commence, information on the South American
natives of Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego have
accumulated “that they were giants” Captains
Harrington and Carmen in 1704 came back with
stories of giants (Smith, 1950). This fascination of
undiscovered lands being luxurious with abundant of
resources and inhabited with gigantic people have
floated the realms of the European continent for
many years. When Cook commenced on his
voyage to the South Seas from 1768-1771, the image
of people he would find has already formed within
his European counterparts. Another aspect of this
fantasy is also accompanied by the women of the
region as being seductive with smoother brown skin.
The setting became apparent to that of Adam and
Eve, a flourishing garden untouched by civilisation.
With these preconceptions in mind, Banks (a British
naturalist, botanist, and patron of the natural
sciences) was given the opportunity to collect and
record Captain Cook’s voyage to the Pacific.
Realising the task at hand, which was to create
accurate measures of the inhabitants and scenery,
Banks introduces two more artists into the voyage
with the likes of Sydney Parkinson and Alexander

Buchan (Smith, 1950, p. 68). Parkinson was in charge
of recording singular plants and curious objects, while
Buchan recorded representations of the “savages and
scenery” (Smith, 1950, p.69)
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South America:
Stories from merchant ships, traders,
navigators and castaways instil images of their
voyages to arouse their listener. Previous voyages
to the South Americas brought upon themselves
this primitive image of giant savages living on
these continents with natures finest, which is
described by some, resembles that of Adam and
Eve. Banks who wanted to impress his friends in
England with representations of the South Seas
found himself torn between the preconceptions
of what the people in Europe fantasise about the

(p75) that the natives were
“something above the middle size”
Captain Cook and Banks with his artist has
debunked the notion of giants living in South
America.

South Seas versus his scientific view. It was
considered legends of the South Seas that
demanded marvel, and that of his own scientist’s
desire for accurate descriptions and drawings
(Smith, 1950) This questioned Banks on his
voyage whether to attend to the needs of the
scientist or the “tastes of the grand tourist”
(Smith, 1950). I feel that Banks took forward
the views of a scientist while also having touristic views. He manages to debunk this notion
of giants in South America where he takes the
recordings of their size with the highest priority.
Drawings from
Buchan and Parkinson depicted the popular
notion of giants in South America. This was seen
as Banks first challenge as an accurate observer:
“The men are largely built, but very
clumsy, the height being from five feet eight inches to
five feet ten inches, and all very much the same size.
The women are much smaller, seldom exceeding five
feet” (Banks, 1896, p. 58)
Cook also stated in his journal, cited by Smith
26

South Pacific: Tahiti
Their journey to Tahiti (1769) was influenced by
Samuel Wallis to visit as he did it in 1767. Cook
and his fellow voyager’s interpretation of Tahiti
I found was more of a tourist discovery, having
a favourably view towards the paradise setting,
comparing them to ancient Greek Gods,
“Hercules was named for his great strength, Ajax
for his grim countenance, Epicurus for his appetite,
Lycurgus for his justice in locating and returning
a snuff-box stolen from Banks” (Banks, 1896, p.
79) This view is also shared by Bougainville who

stayed on the island for 10 days in April 1769,
also becoming influential on the Europeans
imagination of the Pacific, cited in (Smith, 1950)
from Bougainville ‘I never saw men better made,
and whose limbs were more proportionate: in
order to paint Hercules or a Mars, one could
nowhere to find such beautiful models’. In
Bank’s journal he talks highly of the Tahitian
women of superior rank, describing them as
brunettes which many in “Europe prefer to the
finest red and white”, (Banks, 1896, p. 128) He
then goes on to say that they blush “very
manifestly” with skin “infinitely smoother”, which
can’t be found in Europe. This form of
description is again shared by Bougainville
describing a Tahitian female, “the girl carelessly
dropt a cloth, which covered her, and appeared to all
beholders, such as Venus showed herself to the
Phrygian shepherd, having indeed the
celestial form of that goddess” (Smith, 1950, p.
79) Banks also comments on his observation of
a Tahitian princess who received a present of
beads with all the grace of a Princess Royal of
Britain.

The unlikely death of Buchan, four days after
reaching Tahiti, meant that the jobs of both
men was bestowed onto Parkinson. The death of
Buchan came as a great loss to Banks, who was
relying on Buchan’s topographical art skills in
documenting the Pacific people. As Banks
recorded in his journal (Banks,1896)
“… His loss to me is irretrievable; my airy dreams of
entertaining my friends in
England with the scenes I am to see here have vanished. No account of the figures and
dresses of the natives can be satisfactory unless
illustrated by figures; had providence spared him a
month longer, what an advantage it would have
been to my undertaking, but I must submit”.
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Unseen complications:
The collection of new material was
overwhelming. Parkinson who travelled with
Cook on his first voyage would only sketch part
of the plant, as he drew more than 675 sketches.
“The great mass of new material created problems
of nomenclature for him if we are to judge by the
frequency with which he crosses out both the specific
and generic names first given too many new plants.
Described and classified by Solander a new plant
was then sketched by Parkinson sufficiently to record
the shape, size, coloration and principle parts of
the foliage and flower. It was then preserved. After
returning to England Solander wrote up a full
description and Banks employed
several artists to make finished drawings from Parkinson’s sketches.” Cited in (Smith, 1950)
The lack of manpower on the voyage to produce
accurate drawings presented problems as artists
in England would have to finish drawings made
by Parkinson with their own imagination. These
works of art became the main source of evidence
show casing the South Seas to the rest of the
world. These records of sketches and paintings
were under pressure as Banks was eager to please
his European counterparts, as they have
speculated before with earlier voyages to South
Seas. The ever growing pressure was continuous
to be accurate when recording the inhabitants as
Europeans had preconceptions about the nature
of people in the South Seas, as cited in Smith
(1950) “Making faithful pictorial records of the
native people of the Pacific was even more difficult

than an accurate record of landscape. Many held
strong preconceptions about the nature of the people of the South Seas, just as Alexander Dalrymple
held strong opinions about the Southern Continent
though he had never seen it”.
Although Captain Cook, Banks and his
artists corrected this false notion about the
South Americas I feel that the descriptions of
Tahitians contributed further into the
imagination of Europeans about the South
Pacific as a utopian region. It has been
heightened with the descriptions of many
voyages through Cook and Banks, their
observations instilled an image for future
researchers and visitors of the region to be bias
towards a utopic view. The identity bestowed
among the Pacific region are made by the
interpretation of foreigners, who have already
formed within themselves a particular view
about the regions. This act I believe removes a
sense of autonomy from the Pacific people in
forging their own identities. This research can
relate to this passage through preconceived ideas
about Pacific identity and the loss of
self-autonomy from diabetes, where 3D printing
is presenting an avenue for expressing
self-identity and by giving a sense of autonomy
to diabetics through the use of creating your own
diabetic storage kit.
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Coming of Age in Samoa:
Margret Mead, 1928
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“Coming of Age in Samoa” by Margret Mead

(1928) has turned over continued criticism into
her research of youth in Samoa, particularly
adolescent girls. Mead is an American cultural
anthropologist who travelled to Samoa in 1925
to conduct field research on the Samoan
people and society.
Her research was conducted at Ta’u, which is
one of Samoa’s outer islands. “Coming of Age in
Samoa” (1928) gained immense interest within
the anthropology world as it became the highest
read book within its field. New Zealand
anthropologist Derrick Freeman, challenges her
stigma towards the Samoan culture being closely
related with sexual desires. Her remark on
Samoan women translated to other readers as
girls that would participate in casual sex before
marriage (Mead, 1928). Her sexual comments
towards the young women of the village gave the
reader an indication that the majority of their
time was consumed talking about and thinking
about sexual gestures. As she spent most of her
time with three young women in the village,
Mead would have been treated just as one of
them, while still continuing her status as a
foreigner. She constantly associates the Samoan
people as very friendly people, in particular the
females, who she exaggerates about being
sexually active. Mead also points out other
observations from society, family, adolescent,
gender, socio norms and attitude. For the
purpose of this research we will address the focal
point of identity that Mead expresses for the
women of a Samoan village, in which I feel that
her interpretation is confused with a bit of
banter between the women of the village,

Polynesian people as she states (Mead, 1928) are
friendly and playful which draws the fact that
they could have been speculating sexual
intentions as humour. Meads observations fuels
the ideology towards the Pacific as being a
luxurious paradise, where the people are
seductive beings with a high sex drive. Her false
interpretation removes the reality of the region
as her generalisation of the Samoan women is
firmly situated in her views not that of the
Samoan people.
Again we see here a theme of identity perception
towards the Pacific people, in Meads case the
females, as seductive beings. It embeds the
identity of the Pacific region through western
eyes instead through Pacific views. The
relationship of this source with the research is
based along the lines of false identity towards
the Pacific people, this research will offer the
opportunity towards the Pacific people through
3D printing to create their own identity with
objects unique to them.
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Previous two passages clearly highlight origins where false
identification could arise from. It is important to realise how
we the Pacific people have been viewed through foreign
lenses which has bestowed an identity towards the Pacific
region without acknowledging how the Pacific people view
their own region. We now move onto the next passage which
demonstrates how Pacific people are attempting to break
this ideology, by forging their own identity within the
context they live in today.
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The New Oceania
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The film “The New Oceania “produced and
directed by Shirley Horrocks, 2005, is a
narration by Albert Wendt on his views,
experience, upbringing and values, on how
Oceania can develop within contemporary
cultures, with contributions from Black grace
dance company Neil Ieremia and film maker/
writer Vilisoni Hereniko. Living through two
cultures, Western and the Samoan culture Albert
Wendt was educated at Victoria University with
a master’s degree in English literature. Wendt
has opened old discussions of society inequality;
he is seen as a father figure for writing towards
not only the pacific people but within the
academic community. He challenges
preconceived ideologies by western cultures
about the Pacific, in the form of art and writing.

through the town of Apia and villages, to write
honestly about them, to create a world which is
our way of viewing the Pacific.

A number of Pacific artist and academics in this
film are taking Wendts vision of a new
identity and applying them through their
respected fields. He inspires Pacific people living
abroad to be creative with their heritage while
incorporating their contemporary surroundings,
forging a new sense of identity through their
Pacific and contemporary cultures. This is
evidently present in his essay title “Towards a
new Oceania” (Wendt, 1976) as explained by
film maker and writer Vilisoni Hereniko as a
very influential essay where Wendt challenges
Pacific islanders to take charge of their own
images, their own representations, rather than
continuing to look back in the past, into the
“The new Oceania” (Horrocks, 2005) travels
golden age where everything was wonderful. But
through Albert Wendt’s experiences and
observations as a poet, writer, artists and a father. to look forward, not to be afraid to create new
The film portrays a sense of identity in which the cultures and to recognise that the only authentic
culture is the one we live in right now.
Pacific people are forging for themselves, who
are seen challenging preconceived ideas
bestowed onto them by the western world, in
particularly novelists and historians. The
opening scene conveys this with Wendt located
at a beach, where palm trees and golden sand
lightly dominant the screen from behind, he
begins with “most of the people in the outside world
see the Pacific in terms of this long curvy beach
and palm trees and sea breeze. We don’t see it that
way. The insiders don’t see it that way” (Horrocks,
2005). This notion of preconceived ideas about
the Pacific fuelled Wendts ambition to create a
different image for the Pacific. An image about
his Samoan culture and the way he grew up,
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Leading the way:
This challenge set by Wendt has not gone lightly
with some Pacific artists, in particular Black
Grace Dance Company artistic director Neil
Ieremia. In the film Ieremia shares his
experiences of combining his traditional Samoan
dance culture with contemporary dance cultures.
He touches on his upbringing where arts and a
career did not go hand in hand, especially if you
were of browned skin. His exposure of living in
New Zealand with strong family ties to the
Pacific has highly influenced his work today,
owing his gratitude towards Wendt as someone
who is seen as breaking traditions and
stereotypes of the Pacific not only through an
academic way but also in an artistic sense.
Ieremia uses his upbringing of both his
traditional Samoan dance culture and western
dance culture to make in his words “a collision
of identity and cultural movement” (Horrocks,
2005). An example of this is explained by
Ieremia where he’s cohesively blending
traditional Samoan slap dance of “faataupati”
with contemporary ideas surrounding rhyme and
started breaking them into pieces and
constructing them together, blending of the two
cultures.
Wendt then continues to acknowledge other
areas of art where Pacific people are developing
and incorporating their culture ranging from
paintings, sculptures, visual arts, cinema, and so
on. Wendt express this remarkable generation of
New Zealand born Pacific artists who are
forging new directions in the development of
arts in New Zealand. Pacific youth in New
Zealand are exploring all areas of art, making
it their own by “indigenising them”. Wendt is
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seen around the Pacific as a father figure, this is
also shown through his achievements not only
through his published writings but also with the
success of the fale (Samoan house) (fig 2)built in
Auckland university, which symbolises the
acknowledgement of the Pacific people within
New Zealand, after all Auckland is the largest
Polynesian city of the world. Helen Clark, New
Zealand’s Prime Minister at the time delivered
the opening speech for the fale, where she
acknowledges the importance of the fale project,
as a symbol that New Zealand values its Pacific
communities and its relations with the nations
and the peoples of the Pacific.
The conclusion of this film is in Hawaii, at the
University of Hawaii where Albert Wendt is
offered an honorary position for two years. His
visions and achievements within the Pacific and
academics haven’t gone unnoticed and is being
preached within Pacific people not only in the
Pacific but around the world.
The search for identity within Pacific and
contemporary cultures has begun to elevate.
Current Pacific youths are finding means to
express their self-identity through the works of
art. It expresses themselves with issues concerning
them as Pacific people with their current urban
setting, by accepting modernism on their own
terms. This passage relates closely to this research
through the means of forging Pacific identities
with contemporary methods (3D printing). It
follows suit with a new form of art (3D printing)
being utilised to find solutions concerning the
Pacific, where in this research is diabetes.
My Samoan heritage drives this research to

utilise what Wendt preaches, to not be afraid in
exploring the two cultures (Western and
Pacific) which contribute to my identity, in the
hope that I can forge my view as a Pasifika about
the Pacific.
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figure 1: lashing at the Fale at Auckland University. Image by Meraz Parker Potoi
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Figure 2: Auckland University Fale, image by Meraz
Parker Potoi
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Contemporary views with Cultural
rituals
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Filipe Tohi
The following artists I believe challenge their
Pacific heritage to become present within their
urban setting. The use of expressing themselves
through different avenues which are commonly
used in modern society has given their
Pacific culture an opportunity to be heard
through different lenses.

increasingly becoming popular of
contemporary pacific art.

Arts where Pacific people have excelled in are,
painting, film, visual arts, theatre and now
contemporary. Not only excelling but
contributing towards the development of their
arts. Inspirations like Sopolemalama Filipe Tohi
who is of Tongan decent and has been living
in New Zealand since 1981. He is well known
for his traditional sculpting, where he uses the
ancient Pacific Island art form of lashing to bind
or join materials together. He uses the sennit
(coconut husk) from the coconut tree which has
been established within the Pacific culture as a
daily routine.
From this sennit he creates distinctive
geometric patterning which he challenges “the
scale of lines, to intrigue the viewer with a
manipulation of space and pattern,
introducing them to a “first level” and creating
a desire to discover more about what they see”
(Tohi, 2016) He incorporates his contemporary
ideas by changing the material used for lashing,
the use of metal and wood in his work, to depict
a movement of traditional lashing into
contemporary art, is a testament of both cultures
(traditional and contemporary) cohesively
co-existing. This contributes towards a field now
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Figure 3: Filipe Tohi metal art work at Te Papa, Museum,
Wellington. Image by Meraz Parker Potoi
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David Hakaraia:
Another Pacific influence is Victoria’s very own
David Hakaraia. Of Maori decent, Hakaraia’s
work in the design school has complimented his
heritage. The clear representation of his culture
has heavily influenced his design work as shown
in figure 4. David uses his Maori heritage to
depict a story or narrative which is then
incorporated into his skills of digital
fabrication which produce unique individual
objects. The research explores how Maori
tradition and narratives along with modern
digital fabrication (laser cutter, cnc milling) can
come together to create contemporary Maori
design. Again we see here the connection of
traditional motifs with modern technology being
fused into one culture. These objects carry with
them a sense of identity towards David as a
contemporary Maori designer. He also states
that his knowledge of contemporary design tools
has inspired him to “engage Maori principles
and contribute to the continuity of Maori
cultural expression” (Hakaraia, 2011) This
research also contributes to how the Pacific as a
culture can evolve with the present technology,
but with the ability to instil, preserve and
maintain the quality that the Maori culture
values. His main point of emphasis which I
received that compliments with my research is
how he is designing. Designing through his own
lenses as an urban Maori designer, being
influenced by his contemporary surroundings as
well as his traditional upbringing. The
narratives which are present in David’s research
are narratives founded within his culture, where
he aims to add another “method of storytelling

with functional pieces that one can surround
themselves with in a modern setting” (Hakaraia,
2011). By adding modern tools of craft to
traditional Pacific rituals, a new form of
storytelling can be expressed.
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Figure 4: Light created by David Hakaraia, Image access granted.

Lionel Matamoa-Taito
Another significant Pacific artist who is also
utilising contemporary technology (3D printing)
for the benefits of the Pacific culture is Victoria
master’s graduate, Lionel Taito. Lionel is of
Samoan decent who has completed his thesis
in the Design School of Victoria University.
His work is based on the serious issue of plastic
waste within the Pacific. Using Samoa as a case
study he examines the opportunity that
re-cycling plastic waste can have on 3D printing
and Samoa. By re-purposing the value of this
difficult waste stream, he aims to transform
plastic waste into useable 3D printing filament.
Another Pacific islander attempting to use
contemporary technology to benefit his culture.
The experiments by which he focused on were to
try and design a workable, economically viable,
socially empowering and sustainable scenarios
which repurpose the recycling of plastic waste
into useful, culturally meaningful 3D printed
objects and artefacts. Not only is Lionel
introducing Samoa to the benefits of modern
technology, through 3D printing, he is also
presenting Samoa with another possible
alternative for craft. His emphasis on this notion
of gifting or as Samoans know it ‘mea alofa’. The
belief is that it is an opportunity to expand
Samoa’s traditional forms of craft, which in turn
can contribute to the tourism industry as well
as self-sustaining communities of arts and crafts
(Taito, 2015). The fact that Lionel’s research can
contribute to the recycling issue in Samoa also
provides alternative avenues for a maker culture
in Samoa which can predominantly be seen as
traditional.

His research provides future generations of
the Pacific with the means to be creative and
self-sufficient with objects and artefacts that
surround their everyday rituals. It not only
addresses a plastic waste problem but also raises
questions around the development of Samoan
objects and artefacts.
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Figures 5 and 6: Work by Lionel Taito, Permission for image
granted.
Fig 5:

Fig 6:
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Identity becomes the backbone:
The creativity of the Pacific people is being
expressed through arts where identity becomes
the backbone. This creates the opportunity to
express from their culture while integrating their
contemporary ideas. In other words, indigenising
them. Pacific Identity is being expressed through
the different art forms, which has also been an
approach for the Pacific people stories, myths,
legends, songs and art forms have always been
used to expressive not only themselves but their
culture. Traditional motifs and knowledge is the
same, what has changed is the means of
expressing them.
With technology rapidly increasing our
Pacific people should also be at par.
New innovativeideas and solutions is been
introduced, which take on a new form of
creativity. Technology like 3D printing can provide the Pacific people with additional avenues
to succeed in. As most if not all Pacific cultures
will share similar views on the negativity of
Technology towards their culture. This cannot be
ignored or rushed, as it is important to
acknowledge technology on our terms. Introduce
technology that benefits the culture, not harm
it. In my experience, my Samoan culture has
been a vital aspect of my studies. As a Pacific
island student in the Design School of Victoria
University, a field where Pacific students should
be dominantly present in my view but aren’t. It
was almost a feeling of obligation to succeed not
only to myself but to my culture, introduce or
have my Samoan culture present in the field of
Design Innovation.

The previous researchers mentioned is an
indication that Pacific and contemporary
cultures have the ability to cohesively co-exist
with one another. Being able to assist the
development of our culture should not be taken
lightly which is demonstrated by the previous researchers. Incorporating their culture with western views of craft, I believe is following suit with
Albert Wendts vision of a new Oceania. The
combination of traditional and contemporary
I believe generates from identity, being able to
express your identity through digital forms has
presented the opportunity of acceptance towards
technology within Pacific cultures. It offers
future Pacific designers or artists who are living
in contemporary spaces to reconnect with their
culture by utilising their western knowledge. This
is not intended to erase traditional rituals but
instead provide alternative outcomes. The shift
into digital art is forming a revolution within
western societies, that similar of the industrial
revolution. The industrial revolution shaped the
western world into what is today, most Pacific
nations at the time were not affected by this
industrial train due to the limited population to
support “mass” production. This can be viewed
by Pacific people as a positive outcome towards
the preservation of their culture, some were not
so lucky. The use of 3D printing does not require
a mass population, but rather unique individuals
who have the desire to create unique objects.
This presents us, the Pacific people an opportunity to engage with this digital revolution by
addressing concerns surrounding our cultures.
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My related research
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This thesis contributes to the notion of 3D
printing assisting Pacific culture. While studying
at Victoria University, my designs became
heavily influenced by my culture. In its own
sense the cohesively blending of both
contemporary and the Samoan culture.
Throughout my tertiary education I have found
myself increasingly depicting my culture onto
my designs. I found a passion that has always
been there but never discovered, the belief that
the Pacific can develop into other areas of the
modern world, in this case additive
manufacturing (3D printing). The next chapters
will present past work which has been done over
the space of 3 years, it will consist of my own
work and how I have been creating objects or
artefacts which show this cohesively blending of
the two
cultures.
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Design + Pacific Studies: Repair Movement
The first stages started from a Design + course
which focused on Design with your minor. With
a Pacific studies minor I was tasked to create a
link between the two disciplines, this was
challenging in its own sense as I began to create
a final output which incorporated my design
skills with traditional methods. The route I took
forward was to create a design output that
instead of hindering the Pacific rather
contributes to its existence. Its research was
founded on this culture made popular in Europe
and the Americas, as the repair culture. The 2009
“Repair manifesto” presented by a Dutch design
collective called Platform 21. Joanna van der
Zanden is a founding member of platform 21,
and contributing author towards the manifesto.
The manifesto highlights 11 points which
defines the repair movement. It serves as a
defence mechanism towards the ‘cultural,
economic and design value of repairing broken
possessions, and as a rejection of the
consumerism and consumption of contemporary society’, (Rheim, 2014). 11 points from the
Repair manifesto are:
 Make your products live longer
 Things should be designed so that they could
be repaired
 Repair is not replacement
 What doesn’t kill it makes it stronger
 Repairing is a creative challenge

 Repair survives fashion
 To repair is to discover
 Repair-even in good times!
 Repaired things are unique
 Repairing is about independence
 You can repair anything, even a plastic bag
The manifesto inspired the creation of this link
between Design and Pacific Studies, simply
because the methods preached here are evident
within the Pacific way of life. My experience of
living in Samoa throughout my child and teen
years, I was constantly exposed to the same
values as the repair manifesto. With my
approach to my design as repair, the next
challenge was to establish materials founded in
the Pacific that can be used to repair objects. By
approaching the link between the Pacific and the
repair movement the material I chose was that
of the sennit or known in Samoa as the afa. Afa
are fibres from the coconut husk when weaved
together creates a rope like structure as shown in
figure 7/8

The afa is commonly found across the Pacific
for lashing objects together, it is widely used in
the construction of houses and canoes, which
hold firm through the toughest of weathers. It’s
electric and water resistance qualities are seen as
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the most suitable material naturally found in the
Pacific for building. The afa was not only used
for building but also to create artefacts, tools and
handicrafts which is still being used today. The
afa is a sustainable material with multiple uses
which has contributed towards Pacific societies
from the beginning, deriving from the tree of life
itself, the coconut tree.
With a sustainable material in place and a repair
movement to follow, I was set out to repair an
antique coffee table. The goal was to show how
precious unique objects could be restored to its
functional objective by using sustainable
materials from the Pacific. The afa was used to
repair all four broken legs of the table with
different lashing techniques which has been
influenced by Filipe Tohi as mentioned earlier in
this thesis. Each corner of the table had a
different technique of lashing applied to it which
adjusted the strength, different styles had
different strength capacity, but all manging to
perform its function of holding the table
upright. The use of an antique table with
traditional materials I felt contributed to the
repair movement through a Pacific theme. It
uses the knowledge of a design research (repair
movement) with repair ingenuity, while
capitalising on the benefits of traditional
materials like the afa.

and tinkering objects from a DIY perspective, we
can also speculate that the increase of
technology with modern waste has also
influenced us in creating this “throw it away”mentality. It has become evident that the repair
community must attempt to restore a sense of
ownership or empowerment over these objects.
The use of Pacific materials provides this ancient
long technique the opportunity to work within
the values of the repair movement through
sustainability.

The use of this project within this research
relates to how Pacific cultures can contribute to
contemporary movements, where in this case is
the repair movement. Although it is also
relevant to state that people have been repairing
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Figure 7: Afa (Coconut fibres)
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Figure 8: Using Lashing to repair a coffee table.
Image by Meraz Parker Potoi
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Computer generated culture + Pacific Navigation
The next personal work which contributes to the
overall study of this research comes from a post
grad class called Computer Generated Culture.
This class explores different avenues by where
technology has influenced its development. The
topic I explored was how computer generated
cultures can influence Pacific navigation. The
influences on Pacific navigation shows how a
computer generated culture can assist inspiring
navigators through the means of 3D visualisation and 3D printing. The project outcome I set
here was to create a 3D printed star chart, which
could educate younger generations of Pacific
navigation. The Pacific people have been known
for migrating at large scales, even smaller, what
was most fascinating was how they did it.
Navigation through the Pacific has been
founded on their surroundings. The use of stars,
ocean currents, clouds, sea bed and birds all
contributed to how the Pacific people migrated.
The use of non-instrumental navigation within
the Pacific is knowledge being passed down from
generation to generation. This type of knowledge
is only bestowed onto those seen worthy by the
navigator, which the numbers are dwindling. The
dramatic decline in Pacific navigation is caused
by numerous factors, one would be the lack of
interest shown by the youth or it is a practise
not worth learning as income is important. The
decline is staggering as currently there are less
than a handful of people within the Pacific who
are still able to practise non-instrumental
navigation. A resurgence of Pacific navigation
hasn’t gone unnoticed with actions made by

the Pacific voyaging society. They have actively made replicas of vaka’s (boats) which were
used by their ancestors, the goal was to keep it
as authentic as possible to how their ancestors
travelled, whether it was the traditional materials
and methods used with non-instrumental
navigation. Non-instrumental Pacific navigators
have been training inspiring navigators while on
their voyages. They have travelled the world, in
turn to help sustain a sacred tradition while
encouraging the younger generation to
participate.
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Figure 9: Hokulea vaka. Image source: http://pacificvoyagers.org/kau-ka-pe%CA%BBa-holo-ka-wa%CA%BBa/
hokulea/

With the resurgence of Pacific navigation, this
research was then set to assist the cause through
the use of 3D printing to create an educational
tool which could help young inspiring navigators. By using 3D printing the creation of an
object was inspired by traditional non-instrumental navigation through the means of star
charts and ocean current charts.

figure: 10

figure:11

The images on the right were created through a
CAD programme called solid works. They
closely resemble that of Pacific navigational
methods used by Pacific navigators. These are
two (star and wave chart) of the most renowned
method of non-instrumental navigation
practised by our ancestors. By incorporating 3D
printing methods with traditional Pacific
navigational methods, this project could in turn
help the resurgence of Pacific navigation by
producing a navigational dome object which
helps users become familiar with
non-instrumental navigation.

figure:12

Figures 10,11,12,13

figure 13

compliements eachother
with a traditional and
contemporary method.
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figure:: 14. Final outcome for this
course
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Evolution of Pacific aretefacts:

This next project focuses primarily on a 3D
visualisation of Pacific artefacts and how it could
be translated in a contemporary context. It draws
on my past experience growing up in Samoa
where I was constantly exposed to three Samoan
artefacts, the coconut scrapper, tatau tools
(tattooing) and the Tanoa (kava bowl). This
project questioned how contemporary technology like 3D printing and visualisation can
attempt to discuss solutions of on-going issues
surrounding these traditional tools.
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Poster: 1.0
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Poster:2.0
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Poster: 3.0
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Poster:4.0
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Tattooing Diabetes: For the year 2040

This last addition of my related research stems current thesis.
from a fourth year course calledDesign Led
Futures(DLF), which sparked my interest of
combining diabetes and tattooing. Later
becoming one of the main driving force of
inspiration for this thesis.
DLF required us to think about the possibilities
the future holds, in particular the year 2040.
Endless opportunities could be seen with such a
gap difference with the present year.
Nevertheless, an exciting challenge which
expands your imagination far and beyond. I saw
this as a great opportunity at attempting to solve
Pacific issues concerning diabetes through tattooing. Since tattooing in the Pacific holds cultural
and identity significance, it was fitting to try and
view this scared ritual in the year 2040.
My view for 2040 was to hack insects that will
create tattoos which monitor sugar levels within
diabetics. Changing colour to indicate the certain
status of your blood. A far fetch vision but a vision of a Pacific ritual (tattooing) alive and well
assisting its diabetic people.
The project offered a realisation of the
current problem happing today. That Pacific people are more likely to be affected by diabetes. This
project required me to speculate about the future,
in order to help the present. Which led us to this
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Figure 15:

Figure 16:
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Diabetes:
There are three types of diabetes, type 1, type 2
and diabetes of pregnancy. Type 1 is diagnosed
to people who have no or little insulin. This is
caused from the immune system destroying the
pancreas which stops the production of insulin
in turn stopping the supply of glucose energy to
the body. The constant end supply of glucose to
the body results in a dramatic weight lost and
even death if insulin is not supplied. Type 1 is
commonly diagnosed at childhood but some
cases reported show that people can be
diagnosed at an older age or even as babies. It is
known that the amount of people with diabetes,
10% of them have type 1, a small unique margin
in this case. People with blood relatives who are
diagnosed with diabetes have a higher chance
of being type 1 diabetic, however it can still be
bestowed onto people with no diabetic family
member, another unique trait found in type 1.
(Diabetes nz)
Type 1 was chosen for this research for its
unique qualities, mostly being the only family
member with diabetes type 1 but also having it
bestowed to you at a very young age, something
no kid wishes to bare. For this reason, the
research is set out to find comfort or to develop
a sense of control through 3D printing storage
kits that the adolescents can embrace as makers
to solve a daily issue.
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Pacific people and diabetes
The Pacific people in my observations have
found this battle with diabetes an uphill climb. I
have seen first-hand the negative impacts of
diabetes through family and friends. The
constant consuming of fast foods with a heavy
Pacific diet does not help the matter. Other
factors are also at play here which increase the
present of diabetes within the Pacific community, such as affordability of healthy food seem to
be expensive, knowledge of dietary systems are
inadequate and the convenience that fast food
outlets present for large families. This topic in
itself will be another thesis.

diabetes and data from 1996 suggested that the
incidence of diabetes for Maori and Pacific
peoples are three times higher than the
European rates. Maori and Pacific peoples are
more than five times as likely to die from
diabetes type 2” (Dissanayake, n.d.)

Statistics New Zealand states that 10 per cent of
Pacific people over the age of 15 are diagnosed
with diabetes, with 90 percent of them having
type 2. This is triple the rate of the New Zealand
population, not only that its tripled our Pacific
people are diagnosed with diabetes type 2 earlier
than Europeans, in fact 10 years earlier (Overall
For this research the importance of this
health of Pacific people in New Zealand, 2008).
section will be to focus on the alarming growth
The Pacific people are not only known for
of diabetes within the Pacific community and
diabetes but also other NCD
how this research could provide a means of
(non-communicable diseases).
identity through pacific patterning that influence NCD affiliates itself with cancer, cardiovascular
the design process.
disease, chronic respiratory diseases and diabetes
(alliance, 2016). Pacific people are known to be
By using Pacific patterning, I hope to achieve
vulnerable to NCDs with staggering results on
a culturally significant design outcome which
top of most NCD diseases causing death. In fact,
not only satisfies the users desire to be proactive NCDs contribute to 70-75% of all deaths within
in managing their diabetes but also to inspire a
the Pacific Islands (Bank, 2014)
creative imagination when addressing current
difficulties with their diabetes storage kits.
This research faces the burdens that Pacific
people experience and try to manipulate one
The sector of our population in New Zeasource of disease (diabetes) by changing it into a
land who are affected mostly by diabetes are
creative positive opportunity. By having a say on
our Pacific Island people. Research from the
what type of diabetes kit you will receive, could
New Zealand Society for the study of diabetes
enhance the embracing of identity of Pacific
(NZSSD) presents the fact that “certain ethnic
people towards NCDs and their culture.
groups (particular Maori, Pacific Islanders and
Creating a positive approach towards a
South Asians) are at a higher risk of developing perception turn stereotype.
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The implications of diabetes on adolescents
To truly know what a child feels when first being
diagnosed with diabetes, is beyond my
Knowledge. For this research to succeed the
importance of having diabetic adolescents as
participants is critical.
Adolescents that go through diabetes type 1
are likely to be under pressure, this will take the
form of stress, an increase of responsibility, the
added pressure of being different and the
physiological effects both on the person and
family involved. This also extends into other
aspects of life, the daily interaction at school
with teachers and peers, extra-curricular
activities and social life, “Adolescents with type
1 diabetes mellitus face a number of stressors
and challenges as a result of their chronic illness”
(Ashraff, 2013).
Most research on self-management of diabetes
is primarily focused on the relationship between
the adolescent and their families. The importance here is to also examine the relationship
between the diabetic adolescent and their peers.
As research from the Oman medical journal
presents “A study concluded though through
semi structured interviews that friends and peers
are an important source of emotional support
for adolescents with diabetes, and this support is
associated with adherence, and metabolic control, and may also be associated with well-being”
(Ashraff, 2013)
The “ask about kid’s health” website
provides different stages of diabetes

development within a teenager.
First are adolescents between the ages of 12
to 14, “they place enormous pressure on body
image and is intensely self-absorbed, they seek
reassurance more and more from peers rather
than family” (Frank, 2010)
Adolescents between 14-17 “struggles for
autonomy and control of personal destiny, can
be involved in teen-parent conflict stemming
from relatively trivial issues such as hair length,
clothes, and curfew, as well as more serious
issues such as smoking, alcohol, and drugs. May
indulge in other risk-taking behaviours” (Frank,
2010)
Lastly adolescents from the ages of 18 to 21
seem to produce positive outcomes from
becoming increasingly stable (true of many but
not all teens), begins to shape longterm plans
such as career and personal goals” (Frank, 2010)
As it is evidently shown this disease can
captivate its host. It is this reasoning that has
also caught interest in this research which views
the psychological changes of an adolescent is
critical for self-management and the design
process. This research presents adolescents with
the opportunity to become creative on how to
manage their diabetes. The creativity will draw
source from their own personal experiences
which is associated with the everyday. By
having the means to solve a current issue
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through design alternatives the adolescent will
enhance their ability of creative thinking within
the MAKER culture while finding solutions for
diabetic issues.
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3D Printing

* MAKER culture
* FabFoundation
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3D printing
Three dimensional printing is part of the
additive manufacturing family where it uses
computer aided design (CAD) systems to
generate physical models. 3D printers could
build these models from a range of materials
which included polymers, powders, resins,
metals, glasses, ceramics, rubber and more. The
more popular use of 3D printing would have to
be its mass-manufacturing ability combined with
rapid prototyping to create unique items.
FDM printing or fused deposition moulding
was the first commercialised 3D printing process
to be utilised. The FDM machine uses a heated
build chamber equipped with an extrusion head
and a build platform. This machine does not use
laser but the extrusion head is heated to provide
the material deposition. The material is
extruded in a x-y area according to the contour
of the actual layer, this is repeated layer after
layer until the object is complete.

research as it presents key material qualities to
construct durable and environmentally friendly
diabetes storage kits suitable for adolescents. It
is able to manipulate itself into a hard or soft
object, its flexibility is durable which
considers the long term use. The use of TPU
for this research not only contributes to further
studies of this material but also to the concerns
of our environment. Not only does 3D printing
provide endless opportunities to explore, the
waste from its material is also becoming endless.
By utilising the material qualities of TPU, I am
confident that it can sustain an extensive life
through recycling and durability.

FDM printing with rubber (TPU) is a relatively
new field and sources on this material is still in
its early stages. With this said experiments have

been done with this material and in a way this
research contributes to this field. TPU stands for
thermoplastic polyurethane which has enhanced
properties making it unaffected by oils and
chemicals, it provides excellent abrasion
resistance, offer a good balance of physical
properties and are perfect for use in polyblends
(Huntsman, 2010)

upbox 3d printer

The TPU material is an integrate part of this
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Maker Culture
As technology advances, this notion of DIY
culture signifies an evolution. Being able to
repair, recycle or tinker with mundane objects
has taken on an interesting approach. The customary approach to DIY has had the stereotype
of being non tech, face to face, garage style work.
The maker culture now presents itself within DIY culture as a contemporary subculture
specified for technology. Creative communal
views on ideas begins with a sharing base system
that informs other inventors with solutions and
problematic situations to address. It is a growing
movement which empowers the inventor,
tinkerer and entrepreneurs on three characteristics: the use of digital desktop tools, a cultural norm of sharing designs and collaborating
online, and the use of common design standards
to facilitate sharing and fast iteration (Hatch,
2014). Maker culture as explained in Mark
Hatch’s (2014) “The Maker Movement Manifesto”
also sheds light on how the maker movement
can equip the everyday person to be creative
and enjoy what they are making. The nine areas
mentioned are share, give, learn, tool up, play,
participate, support, and change. All are
represented as a communal space for learning,
being interactive not only in the classroom but
also within the digital forum.
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Fab Foundation
The insurgent of MAKER culture has paved
the way for non-profit organisations like the
Fab foundation in creating FabLabs around the
world. The Fab foundation provides a work space
that helps community organizations, educational
institutions and non-profit concerns with the
opportunity to become
“provide access to the tools, the knowledge and the
financial means to educate, innovate and invent
using technology and digital fabrication to allow
anyone to make (almost) anything, and thereby creating opportunities to improve lives and livelihoods
around the world” (Fab Foundation mission, 2015)
The Fab foundation network is located in more
than 78 countries around the world with over
1000 Fab Labs. These Fab Lab networks brings
together a community of fabricators, artists,
scientists, engineers, educators, students,
amateurs, professionals, of all ages (Fab Lab
network, 2015) to interact with each other
around the world. Fab Labs are equipped with
video discussions, online forums and local
support to continuously manufacture network
communications between the different Fab
Labs. The community is best described on the
Fab Foundation website (2015), as a distributed technical education campus, a distributed
research laboratory working towards digitized
fabrication, inventing the next generation of
manufacturing and personal fabrication.
The Fab foundation method I believe is the link-

ing of Maker Culture and Education.
Exposing learning through a different avenue
that promotes a technological approach with
networking, can be seen as beneficial towards
adolescents who have an eye for creative
inventions and design. Using 3D printers in this
revolution helps the user to express their ideas
from digital (CAD) to physical objects within
their own workspace. As 3D printers are now
easily accessible, young inventors are able to
enhance and develop their ideas, not only
through local networks but internationally as
well.
This notion of the maker movement influencing
education plays a vital role for young inventors
to develop their imaginative ideas. These ideas
can generate from specific interest in mind to
solving issues concerning their lifestyle. To be
able to create designs into physical models with
in-house machines like 3D printers, everyday
people will have the environment to solve their
own problems by producing the tools they need,
it shifts away from purchasing and out sourcing
(Halverson, 2014). Another article by Dougherty (2012) “The maker movement” feels that
in order for the marker movement to succeed
the commitment towards democratisation is to
succeed. To provide the inventor with the
freedom to express ideas, solutions and tinkering,
a democratic approach. One of key the factors
that can hinder this freedom will be
institutionalised making, those at school or after
school programs, it “will quash the emergence,
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creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurial
spirit that are hallmarks of the maker
movement” (Dougherty, 2012). For the
better half institutionalised making is effective
in developing techniques and skills through both
software and hardware, the factor at cost here is
the generating of personalised fabrication
objects, the identity of the inventor.
We find the maker movement a potential
revolution that can transform our perspective
on purchasing and out sourcing. The use of 3D
printers in this research demonstrates how values
of the MAKER movement is being instilled into
diabetes storage kits. By using 3D printers for
tinkering and customising of storage kits, not
only is the researcher active in this movement,
the participants follow suit. It can also improve
diabetic adolescent’s health, psychologically with
the opportunity of transforming the way they
manage their diabetes and empowering them
to find solutions for problematic situations with
their everyday routines. Not all diabetic
adolescents will encounter the same problem,
some are expected to be common whereas others
are unique. The advantage of 3D printing
encourages the teen to become identity focused
towards not only their storage kit but their
Pacific identity. Presenting the world with a
view on the Pacific by Pacific peoples. With the
help of Fab foundation communal sharing of
information, diabetics who are actively practising
their interest of 3D printing are not alone.
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Part II: Overview

* Methodology: Research through design ,
Research project description
* Process guidlines to carry out
rexperiments.
* Experiment 1- final design.
* Meeting with participants., feedback.
* Future stidues
*Conclusion
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Part II consist of my design thinking, model making,
experiments, and participants with further investigation. By looking further into this concept of Pacific and
contemporary cultures co-existing, the task here was
to explore it through Design, where the outcome will
engrave a sense of identity, empowerment, creativity,
functionality and purpose. By using Pacific motifs of
identity the attempt here is to present an opportunity
through 3D printing where the Pacific can flourish by
creating beneficial solutions, concerning their culture.
When we approach this situation with technology the
gap between both cultures seem evidently apart.
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Industrial impact on the Pacific
As the industrial revolution swept through the
World, it seems to be that the Pacific might have
missed such opportunity. Pacific nations did not
have the resources or manpower to compete in
this revolution, which meant technology
advancement was not of high priority, not only is
this seen unfortunate, it can also be appreciated
by the Pacific to be less tech savvy, by holding
true to our culture and our way of life.

beliefs and traditions have been compromised
or seen barbaric due to the new sense of culture
being introduced(colonialization). This contributes to a loss of autonomy through culture and
identity as it does not seem fit within western
societies.

This then leads the research into exploring
means by where another sense of autonomy is
also being stripped from individuals, in
particularly diabetes type 1. As explained in
As proven by earlier accounts on Captain Cook
Part 1, the relationship between the Pacific and
and his state of the art technology, or perceived
diabetes have ranked top amongst other
by the Pacific people as so, through the use of
ethnicity in New Zealand. Making it fitting
their guns, cannons and boats. This was the
for this research to explore opportunities of 3D
result of their first encounter with technology.
printing, which focuses on diabetes storage kits.
We cannot ignore the negative outcomes which
have affected the people. This was in the form of The target audience are adolescents, who are
mostly affected by type 1 diabetes, in saying this
new illnesses being introduced into the region
the older generation can also be diagnosed. By
from passing travellers and the miss uses of
having type 1 bestowed onto any person by all
superior technology like guns, boats, and
means will be difficult let alone an adolescent.
cannons towards the Pacific people. These type
With this illness comes extra responsibilities
of information would not ideally be published
but never the less stories have been passed down which could single out a child from the others,
their schedules will be different from their peers
from generation to generation.
The technological unbalance is evidently present causing a sense of regret towards diabetes. This
between the industrial revolution and the Pacific. could highly effect a child at any age
psychologically and physically, simply because
The next revolution we see present today is the
digital revolution, which has increased computer he or she was chosen by diabetes type 1.
technology dramatically. An area where Pacific
cultures can explore opportunities not only to
themselves, but also the communities.
This part of the research will demonstrate how
instead of missing the next so called digital
revolution, the Pacific could meet technology on
even terms. With the introduction of the
western world into Pacific societies numerous
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Monitoring the interaction

By observing the process of managing diabetes
we can further investigate the interaction
between the user and equipment. Which is used
to identify areas of difficulty. In turn the creation
of a 3D printed storage kit that cohesively blends
all equipment into a much compact carrier. Each
kit will symbolise unique individuality of
customisation which has been influenced by its
user.
To achieve such ambition a process through
design will help solve such issues. Which now
leads this research to its methodologie
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Methodology

* Write up of a method to apporach the
issue of diabetic storage kits.
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Research through Design:
A research through design is seen as the
experimental approach towards an opportunity
or problem (Milton, 2013) I believe that this is
the correct method for this project as it is
translating design ideas into a design solution
which will best fit an experimental practise.
Research through design takes ‘something’ from
outside of design (Pacific studies) and translate it
within the design realm. It is the contextualising
of Pacific motifs through design which give rise
to a new material or process. Is it important to
state that “in this type of research the uniqueness
and/or value will be contained in the nexus
between the written text and the designed
object”, (Milton, 2013, p. 12)
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Research project description:
This research will use a series of Physical design
experiments that explore how 3D printing can
assist diabetic type 1 in managing their diabetes.
The particular focus is to investigate the
responsibility bestowed among teenage diabetics
during school hours when they are outside of
parental care offered at home. Adolescents are
the target audience of this research, a key design
requirement is to produce visually appealing
designs that encourage them to use their
treatment while at school or participating in
extra activities outside of the home. The designs
will be based on diabetic equipment provided by
Pharmac, New Zealand’s supplier of
Pharmaceuticals and related medical devices.
Because this equipment is purchased from
diverse manufactures the individual components
are not designed to function together and this
creates complication in storage and
transportation. It is envisaged that the flexible
nature of 3D printing will allow for diverse size
and shape of the Pharmac issued equipment/
medicines, and the activities being undertaken
(e.g.sport/cycling/fishing/eating).
The intention is not to customise medical
equipment supplied by Pharmac due to its
constant change of suppliers. Pharmac buy in
bulk from different sources, diabetic equipment’s
will constantly be changing. The constant change

in equipment supplied can prove a nuisance for
standard storage kits, as the equipment that its
storing was not specified for that particular
storage kit. This issue can simply be ratified
through 3D printing as customisable
adjustments can be made to the storage kit to
suit current changes.
The 3D printed storage kit will hold all the
equipment needed when outside of parental
care. It will explore how the currently disparate
equipment supplied to diabetes patients in New
Zealand (by Pharmac) can be integrated into a
cohesive transportation/storage kit. Emerging
production technologies (primarily 3D scanning
and 3D printing) will allow individual users
the ability to customise designs related to their
personal circumstances and preference. It not
only assists adolescents in monitoring of their
diabetes with a simpler form of storage but
also empowers the user towards an illness that
has bestowed itself. The theme of identity and
empowerment towards the Pacific will take on
new challenges when this research attempts to
use Pacific patterning to enhance 3D printing
methods.
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Process
The process is put together with the use of case studies from Milton and
Rodgers book “Research methods for product design” (2013) which best suits
this research.

Observe/Action
Document existing Pharmac supplied equipment with a particular
focus on transportation/storage cases. 3D scan and model all
associated medical equipment for incorporation into final designs.

Document how participants currently manage their diabetes with the
Pharmac supplied equipment. Particular focus will be given to diverse
activities under taken such as sport, eating routines and medication
procedures.

Capture significant day to day activities using photo and video
diaries. This method can be highly effective as it is excellent at
capturing the participant on his/her daily routine of monitoring their
diabetes. Providing an insight of the relationship between the
participant and his/her equipment (Milton, 2013)

Informal discussions with participant for feedback.
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Mind Mapping

The issues surrounding currently supplied diabetic’s equipment and
Pacific patterning.

How can the project offer Pharmac a solution for packaging diabetes
equipment bought from different suppliers?

Creating a synthesis between the different diabetic equipment.

Try it yourself
This method will be used to try and get close to experiencing the
responsibilities bestowed on type 1 diabetics. Both Pharmac supplied
equipment and design concepts will be trailed through this process, in
turn gaining in depth awareness towards the product and its process.

Making
Undertaking iterative design experiments to test theories. This will
primarily focus on 3D printed prototypes and interim user responses

Sketches, 3D modelling, mock ups, paper prototyping, rapid
prototyping, 3D scanning.
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Testing
Material testing, to ensure size, weight, packaging, maintenance
and function are at required standards. This part of the research will
heavily rely on the nature of 3D printing/scanning to produce flexible
alternatives for different concepts.
Exploring how Pacific patterning can influence quality 3D prints, by
designing patterns that the 3D printer will recognise not to use
support material.

Product Usability
Present the product to the participants, discuss how they may
interact with the customised storage kits and receive feedback from
the participant.

Present design proposals to broader potential user groups
(i.e. Diabetes NZ)and gather feedback. Due to the serious medical
issues related to diabetic treatment no design proposals will be used
by the participant. Only their initial reactions to the design
experiments will be recorded.
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Experiments

* The experiments show the progress towards a
final output that can be presented to the
participants for further feedback and
adjustments.
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Experiment 1: The begining
Experiment 1 was a quick run through on how
the 3D printer interact with Pacific patterning
while using the material ABS plastic, which is your
standard 3D printing material. Simple shapes of
a squared container with Pacific patterning was
produced for a fast and effective prototyping. This
process was possible through low cost 3D printers,
in particularly FDM. Its easy maintenance and us
e of simple raw material make this process ideal
for first time users. It’s easy to manage nature can
make it ideal within a Pacific setting.
Figures 17 and 18 are renders of the first
prototypes. They served as platform by where Pacific patterning can manipulate the 3D printer to
work with the patterning rather against it. It was a
great indication on how the ABS plastic can
handle this type of detailed prints. Printing within
the FDM scope is simple and fun, highly
recommended for first time users but can also be
perfected by people from all walks of life. It can
also be difficult and frustrating as ABS plastic
requires the marker to clean off any support material, which in many cases can present problems
towards the final model.
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Fig: 17. Render

Fig:18. Render

The problematic scenario as mentioned came
true with figure 19. When the print was finished
it was difficult to remove most of the support
material surrounding the patterning, even
causing some delicate designs to break upon
removal. With the information obtained from
this experiment, the next task was set to create
improved shape designs of the model. Area of
improvement needed will focus on the storage
kit shape, size and design in which Pacific patterning is incorporated.

figure:19. 3D printed outcome
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Experiment 2: Cardboard Concepts
The process for experiment 2 was to familiarise
myself with the equipment that diabetics use
(fig20). Although equipment used is constantly
changing, these were the most familiar
equipment’s provided by diabetes youth New
Zealand.

3) A long-acting insulin which is normally used
once a day, it is also combined with rapid acting
insulin when needed.

Equipment’s provided were:
1) Lancer, which is used for pricking the skin to
obtain blood for a blood test.

5) are larger needles which is used for the insulin
pens, replacing of insulin needles is not often so
the supply needed is minimal.

2) A rapid acting pen which produces insulin
for meals eaten at the same time as the injection. This is often associated with longer-acting
insulin.

6) Smaller needles used for replacing needles
used by the lancer, it is recommended to change
the lancer needle as it is frequently used for
monitoring of sugar levels.

4) Is the monitor, this is used to find accurate
readings of sugar levels within the blood system.

figure:20.Equipment
shaping
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By establishing the contents of what a diabetic
would use, my designs can pursue a size and
shape for the object. I used white card board to
shape my design, while keeping in the mind the
number of equipment that needs to be stored.
Finding the ideal fit for all components within a
compact design will prove challenging as it is
difficult to add or replace these items. This
process was used as precedents to discover an
overall shape for the storage kit, height and size
of the kit was not taken into consideration at
this point.

Fig:21.

Fig:22.

I feel that experiment 2 was vital to begin
exploring shapes, it presented me with the
opportunity to convey the equipment into a
cohesive storage kit, it draws attention to
placement of objects, the different sizes and
shapes of the equipment, the importance of the
equipment’s and the relationship by which each
diabetic equipment has with one another.
Fig:23.

With experiment 2 providing precedents on
shape and the relationship between the
equipment’s, the next task here is to determine
the size or height of the storage kit. It is
important to realise the relationship between
all the equipment’s when thinking of size and
height as they all vary, making the combination
an intriguing method for the next experiment.
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Fig:24.

Fig:25.

Fig:26.

Fig:27.
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Experiment 3: Foam Concepts
The next experiments were broken into three
concepts, which originated from experiment 2.
The task here was to explore shape possibilities
through a polystyrene material, which I felt was
suitable in creating the shape, size and height or
the storage kit.

Concept: 1.0
Concept 1 is of an oval shape. It resembles a
hand bag type shape which provided for ample
space for storage and the opportunity to
engrave Pacific designs on the side. It was 30cm
in height and 120cm in length. This provided the
equipment’s with enough storage space which
also created a hierarchy system towards the order
by which the equipment’s were used. Lancer
being at the top because of its frequent use,
while the needles at the bottom which are used
less frequently.

Fig:28.

The overall outcome of concept 1 provided the
research with a hierarchy system towards the
equipment’s which was never realised at first.
The setback I found here was the generic shape
structure which might not appeal to the target
audience (adolescent) of this research, but also
the ability to fulfil the potential of 3D printing.

Fig:29.
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Fig:30.

Concept: 2.0
This next concept is of a squared shape object
which made the placement of all equipment’s
simple. It is 40cm in height and 120cm in
length. The hierarchy of equipment is somewhat
the same as concept 1, but the arrangement
has changed where the needles for the lancer is
alongside it, same goes for t he needles for the
insulin pen. I found that this shape was in the
area of being generic but the approach of simple
is better did not flourish. It still does not present
for appealing designs, which is strongly
recommended for this research.
Fig:31
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Concept:3.0
Fig:32

Concept 3 is triangular in shape and is smaller
than previous concepts. This was favourable as
we needed to minimise the storage kit to an
extent that is not a hassle to carry around. It is
also 40cm in height and 120cm in length with
the addition of making the needle storage is
smaller, and the removing of excess space. The
equipment is placed differently here with the
lancer and monitor side by side; this was
interesting in its own right as the different
equipment’s were grouped together depending
on their use. The equipment’s grouping complimented each other where the lancer was needed
to gather blood which in turn uses the monitor
for blood readings, the rapid acting insulin pen
compliments the long acting insulin pen.

Fig:33.

The shape I felt provided an alternative approach
of that similar to a lunchbox, the triangular
shape can be easiely be 3D printed. As shown in
figures 32 , 33
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Concept:4.0
This final concept was inspired by a cartoon logo
of “batman”, it is also triangular in shape with
the exception that the excess space (both sides of
the monitor) was left alone to create its unique
shape. The grouping of equipment has changed
somewhat in a way that the insulin pens are

Fig:34

apart but the lancer and monitor stay the same.
The needles are split on both sides but still
within hierarchy reach of both lancer and pen.
By having both insulin pens on either side has
given this shape somewhat of a directional
approach, rapid insulin pen on the right and
long acting insulin pen on the left.

Experiment one two and three presented this
research with alternative outcomes with pros and
cons. It helped decide the way forward by giving
a hands on approach where the equipment can
be visualised in its final state. Of course
designs may change, but these experiments were
a needed chapter in this research to try configure
my bearings towards the shape and size of the
storage kit before moving onto the digital side of
this research.
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Fig:35
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Experiment 4: Bike riding
Experiment 4 marks the beginning of 3D
printed objects for this research. The use of
computer aided designs or commonly known as
CAD, will be utilised as a tool for creating 3D
printed storage kits. Drawing from the previous
experiments, experiment 4 was tasked to create
a 3D printed storage kit for adolescents with
diabetes type 1, who used their bike to travel.

possibility that exercise and diabetes can work
hand in hand, which I hope could decrease the
number of Pacific diabetics. With a bike kit in
mind, experiment 4 was influenced by aspects of
the previous experiment (3).

The use of a scenario like bike riding, not only
implies a certain direction or to predict the fu-

ture for this research, but also provides the
opportunity to raise questions and issues about
it. This can be seen as future forecasting and
trend spotting which “enable designers to
predict and interpret the vital implications of
user behaviour and develop future scenarios
informed by hard data and expert observation
to give their clients the confidence that they are
making the right decision”, (Milton, 2013, p. 32).
This scenario also addresses the issue of
Pacific people and diabetes, w ho are ranked
top 5 within New Zealand. It sheds light on the
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Concept:1.0 CAD
Figures 36,37 and 38 are renders of a CAD file
made on solid works. What to notice here is the
removal of the long acting insulin pen slot which
could be applied at home before leaving. The
important of the two pens is the rapid lasting
for its frequent use, rapid acting insulin pens is
efficient enough to last the day. The removal of
the insulin pen needles was also implemented
because it is infrequently used. The remaining
equipment present in this concept are, lancer,
monitor, rapid acting insulin pen and lancer
needles for pricking. The object size for this
concept is 120cm in length and 35cm in height,
and is equipped with bike bars which latch onto
the bike.

Fig:36

Fig:37

Fig:38

This concept was envisioned as a starter kit for
the bike. The holder on top of the storage kit
was the primary tool for holding the kit onto the
bike. Although it would seem it could hold the
kit onto the bike this concept was not tested but
still a notable mention for future designs.
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Concept 2.0 CAD
This next concept provides the user with a less
rigged method for holding the kit onto the bike.
The handles above the storage kit have changed
from a tube like system in concept 1 to handle
bars. The use of these handle bars will be
accompanied with Velcro latches to mount the
kit onto the bike, this will prove effective as the
Velcro straps can accommodate for the different
sizes bike bars.
The lid of the kit was created on the solid works
programme by using the lip and groove feature.
The different colours expresses some of the
unique qualities that 3D printing offers. This is
also present with different materials as shown on
the images on the right, blue lid render is using
a dense plastic , making visibility almost at none,
while inviting ongoing bystanders to imagine
and question what is in side. The yellow lid
render has a clear plastic material, where visibility is obvious on what the storage kit contains.

Fig:39

Fig:40

Fig:41

Fig:42
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This next step was inspired by the use of Pacific
patterning, to create not only a visually attractive
kit, but also to question ongoing lookers on what
the kit contains. It is not out to shame or isolate
diabetics but rather give the public a sense of
awareness through bike riding that diabetics can
also live a normal life. By using awareness, the
task is to encourage new diabetics as the new
journey awaits. Which include cool gadgets.
(Fig: 43,44,45)
The user is also given the opportunity to
influence their own designs, which they could
create with themselves or by having the designer
to more exotic patterning. Detailed designs my
prove difficult for first time users of 3D printing,
having a 3D printing designer present also
encourages learning platforms where creativity
can be expressed. This also compliments this
research through the means of identity. Creating
unique items through 3D printing to tell your
story, your heritage.

Fig:43

Fig:44

Fig:45
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Outcome: Experiment 4
Final outcome used ABS plastic for the material,
the patterning support structure proved difficult
to clean but nevertheless achievable, this will be
researched further. The case was stable enough,
rattling occurred when moved, further research
into accurate sizes for equipment to reduce
rattling. Aesthetics I felt was pleasing but a
material change from plastic could
benefit this concept.

46

47

48

49

Fig:46 , 47 . 48 . 49
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Experiment 5: Individual Kits
Individual kit render for insulin pen and
monitor. This experiment approached the
diabetic equipment’s as singular objects, this
will create a system giving the user freedom
on what items to take. These single objects are
mainly firm on the aesthetics of your diabetic kit,
providing the user with a fashion sense, where in
this research is the use of Pacific patterning. It
allows diabetics to depict their own stories onto
their diabetes storage kits. A fun concept that
allows the diabetic to think creatively about their
diabetes equipment, on methods of improving
their routine or to simply have an attractive
looking storage kit. After all the interaction is on
a daily basis

Fig:50

Fig:51

Fig:52

Fig:53
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Experiment 6: Ultilising Pacific Patterning
This next designs are an approach to how Pacific
patterns could be used as a template for creating
efficient 3D prints through fused deposition
modelling (FDM).
In addition to this research, this experiment
introduces the possibilities that Pacific designs,
patterns, tattoos and cultural symbols could
impact the outcome of 3D printing. What we
are looking at here is how these pacific inspired
patterns could help with the final outcome of
a product. In this case storage kits for diabetic
equipment, making it simple and effective to
print.

extrude a constant amount of material
repeatedly on the same axis. This simplifies the
making process for the 3D printer as it does not
need to be printing at different fronts. Following
the Pacific patterns assist in creating one path
for the nozzle head to follow.

Figures 54 , 55 are concepts produced on solid
works. By applying Pacific patterns, I hope to
show how fused deposition modelling (FDM)
can benefit from pacific patterns when printing.
The goal is to try and create a Pacific patterning
which need less or no support material to print.
This will contribute towards the process of 3D
printing by also minimising plastic waste. It is
targeted towards type 1 adolescents who are
interested in 3D printing detail patterns on their
storage kits.

Fig:54

Fig:55

3D visualising through solid works assisted the
design with a layer by layer process, which allow
you to mimic 3D printers. Each layer of Pacific
patterning allowed ample space to create the
next layer without the use of support material.
Because the patterning is consistent throughout
the layers, the 3D printer nozzle head is able to
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Outcome:
The outcome produced mixed reactions. The flower patterning had less support material than
usual, this was due to the angle the flower made. The wider I expanded the flower the more
support material it used, a compact flower needed less support material. Nevertheless, the
flower patterning provided successful prints as support material was easier to remove.
The spear patterning exceeded predictions with the use of no support material. Its sharp
nature of the pattern worked favourably towards the printer

Fig:56

Fig:57

Fig:58
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Experiment 7: Bike kit ABS/TPU
Experiment 7 and beyond will focus entirely on
a diabetic storage kit for bikes. The importance
of a bike kit is also attempting to encourage
diabetics who are looking to stay healthy while
enjoying the outdoors. Also hoping to encourage
our Pacific people through the use of familiar
patterning engraved onto their storage kits. The
familiarity of patterning within the Pacific can
be traced back to before the missionaries arrived.
This is shown through the art of tattooing, or
known in the Pacific as “tatau”.This practise of
“tatau” in the Pacific has with stand the influence
and criticism of western societies. A practised
once deemed as barbaric has now become widely
popular within Pacific communities living locally
and aboard. The use of pacific patterning not
only assist 3D printers in making unique items
as shown in the previous experiment, it is also
used as a familiarity tool, as Pacific people can
relate to these patterns, even if on a 3D printed
storage kit. The relationship of Pacific people
and their patterns have survived the waves of
contemporary influences, which makes it fitting
for our patterns to be incorporated into 3D
printed storage kits as incentives.
The added responsibilities of type 1 diabetes
occur when participating in different activities,
this could vary from carrying their equipment’s,
remembering to monitor their sugar levels, or
to figured out what is needed for the certain
activity. In this case a bike. With this in mind a
number of concepts will be developed in search
of a better understanding for what 3D printing
has to offer diabetic patients.

Fig:59. Pe’a (Male version of Tatau) Image by , Greg Semu.
retrived

from

http://www.gregsemu.photogra-

phy/#the-raft-of-the-tagata-pasifika

Two forms of materials within FDM printing
was put into rigorous experimenting for the bike
kit. ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) plastic
and TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane) flexible.
The accessibility of ABS plastic was abundant
which lead to plentiful of resources concerning
this material. On the other hand, TPU was a
relatively new material being introduced into
FDM printing which held immense opportunities for this research. This was seen through the
characteristics of TPU being flexible, providing
the users for a durable and tough material. The
exact qualities needed when protecting the only
equipment that can save your life from diabetes.
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Inspiration of new bike designs (fig:60,61) were
inspired by Ralf Holleis, a German designer who
has combined advanced manufacturing with
classic frame building techniques. Each part of
the bike from the lugs, fork crowns, hubs, brake
bridges and seat-post are created individually
from CAD designs, ( Johnston, 2015). This
combination of advanced manufacturing and
classic frame building techniques can relate to
how this research is also combining two different
cultures (Pacific, 3D printing)

Fig:60

This bike design utilise the bike bars which has
been connect through a 3D printed object. The
synthesis between the bike bars and 3D printed
connector is crucial to form the bike itself, this
relationship compliments one another
aesthetically and functionally.
The relationship between the bike and diabetic
storage kit must also take on a cohesive stand
point. Forming a bond with one another can
only help diabetics by making this activity (bike
riding) less of a hassle. The placement of the kit
onto the bike is vital for this experiment, its
interaction with the user must be easily
accessible, on and off the bike. The interaction
with the bike is also of importance to ensure that
the users actions are not hindered by the storage
kit.
ABS plastic and TPU flexible will be used to
carry out these tasks which lead to the final
outcome.
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Fig:61

Fig:62

ABS: Experiment 7
Earlier experiments used ABS plastic for testing,
which proved to be ideal starting points for this
next experiment. The combination of ABS work
was a learning curve to establish the platform by
where the use of Pacific patterning is
incorporated, as a means for encouragement and
familiarity through a 3D printed process
(experiment 6). The use of individual storage
kits which improved my relationship with the
equipment (experiment 5) and the creation of a
storage kit which challenges the viewer’s opinion
about diabetic awareness (experiment 4).
The 3D visualisation (Fig:62, 63, 64, 65) is a step
by step development of this concept. Different
bike bars were sampled and sized which led to
this concept. It was concluded that the main
problematic issue which this concept will endure
was the different sizes of bikes. Most had similar
measurements which were differentiated by 2 -5
centimetres.
This influenced the design of this concept by
incorporating a 3D printed ABS handle at the
end which could latch onto the bike. Because
bikes are not all the same the reason for a
circular handle was to allow for a freedom of
change, meaning that multiple bikes can use this
concept, all it needs is a simple adjustment with
the circular handle on a 3D programme like
solid works and this concept is ready for use
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Fig:63

Fig:64

Fig:65

Fig:66

The 3D printed concept accomplished majority
of its task but also presented new issues which
were not anticipated. The circle handle was
able to use its force which latched on the bike
bar, areas where Pacific designs were integrated
used less or no support material. Areas of much
needed attention was the synthesis between the
equipment’s were not interpreted as desired.
The lack of chemistry between the equipment
contributed towards significant signs of rattling,
the Pacific patterning were to fine that parts of
it would be destroyed by the constant rattling
and impact with the surroundings, last was the
strength of the ABS plastic which dwindled over
time, causing for the concept to move.
See figures 67 , 68 , 69 , 70
At this point certain qualities of the ABS plastic
have proven unsuitable for such a storage kit,
which needs to be secure and damage proof due
to the nature of the equipment being stored.
The change of material was needed to safeguard
the fragile nature of these diabetic equipment’s,
hence the next part of this experiment, TPU
flexible material.

Fig:67

Fig:68

Fig:69

Fig:70
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TPU: Experiment 7
The change of material had no impact on the
current goals for this research. (1) Where the
equipment relationship with one another is
explored .

Support material is added onto each 3D print to
give it a foundation to work from while keeping
it firm onto the print bed. Support material was
made to solve early problems concerning gravity.

(2) Bike, material and user are cohesively
integrated

The removal of support material (fig:71 , 72) can
be problematic as it requires aggressive
techniques with constant sanding. This can
hinder the final product or make it
dimensionally incorrect. The use of chemical
solutions can be used but this process is time
consuming with minimal results. Support
material produced by TPU when solidified
becomes nearly impossible to remove, making
this process daunting.

(3) the pattern familiarity as a sense of identity
and encouragement towards the Pacific people
through means of exercise is still being instilled
into this design
(4) the concealment of the object which gives
the viewer a sense of uncertainty but also
awareness towards diabetes when discovered.
With complications from the ABS material this
research took a liking towards flexible 3D
printed material known as TPU. Being a
relatively new material for household
3D printers the TPU material has not being
experimented highly on, making this a unique
challenge for this research and the development
of the material itself. Because of the lack in
information on TPU experimentation, numerous
tinkering, hacking and customisation through
3D programmes and printers was need ed to
fully capture the qualities of this material as a
diabetic storage kit.
The use of Pacific patterning will also make its
appearance in this experiment which is designed
to assist the printer in producing quality
outcomes without support material or raft.
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Fig:71

Fig:72

TPU process:
When I began with the TPU experiment, lids
were created to compliment the previous
ABS experiment. Its flexibility meant that
diabetic equipment could utilise this quality,
in turn to create stable storage devices for the
equipment. The quality of this flexible material
did not happen overnight, countless hours of
craftsmanship towards the 3D printer and its
settings was needed in order to complete such
a unique finish. The TPU material attempted at
first to recreate the previous ABS concept which
failed due to its negative qualities in relation to
this research. The length of the previous concept
bold well for the ABS material whereas the TPU
found it difficult to print its height, causing the
printer to stop printing or producing unfinished
objects. This was caused during the print time,
where the object was too spaced apart, and long
for the TPU filament to succeed. An area where
adjustment of CAD work is also needed.
In order to achieve higher quality of print, I
experimented in creating personal lids for the
diabetic equipment. It was set up to investigate
the customised settings used in printing quality

230°C at different stages to determine the ideal
temperature for maximum quality. The image on
the left shows the hack at 210°C, a temperature
which showed promising results

Fig:73

TPU objects. A temperature hack was installed
onto the 3D printer to create the most suitable
temperature in melting this material.
The temperature hack is used to decrease the
heat by which the material is melted and used
for printing. Most printers using ABS will print
over 250°C which was too hot for the TPU
material.
The hack (fig:73) was tinkered between 195°C126

TPU CAPS: Experiment 8
With the temperature hack in place I then set
out to provide a concept for covering the
diabetic equipment. They were being produced
for the lancer, insulin pen and monitor. These
caps were produced to effectively print TPU
material without raft, which will inspire future
designs if successful. Because the caps bring a
sense of individuality to each equipment, the
cohesiveness between the equipment’s were put
on hold. The no raft issue was of higher
priority. The use of different settings and modes
was an essential process to further understand
how we could achieve a no raft print with the
TPU material.

should be printed on? Or is the structure of your
design TPU friendly? In this case it is
important to create storage kit which the
material and printer could produce quality 3D
prints

Fig:74

Figures 74 , 75 , 76 , 77 are adjustments made
with the printer settings to achieve a print
without using support material/raft. Each setting
played its importance whether it involved
adjusting nozzle height, tweaking the resolution
so that the correct amount of material is being
extracted, in comparison to the temperature
being installed. Or even by allowing certain
settings to activate throughout the print, this
involved how fast the printer will work and how
much support material it should establish. All
these adjustments were also accompanied with
how the concept is being drawn on solid works
(CAD). By establishing the goal of
producing TPU objects without raft, it is
essential to understand how your object will
print. In other words, designing for the material
and 3D printer. This raised questions on how
your final design will be printed? what angle it
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Fig:75

Fig:76

Fig:77

With these adjustments (fig: 74-77) in mind,
the goal of 3D printing caps without support
material influenced the final outcome to be.
While designing these caps as shown by in
figures 80 and 81. I found that a dome like
structure in form of hallow tubes worked in
favour towards the printer.

Fig:78

The hollow dome feature(fig:78,79) of the
tubes made it simple for the printer, by having
it extrude the material in a circular motion the
printer was able to create layer by layer without
stopping until it reached the top of the dome.
The angle of which the dome was placed meant
that the printer would not need to create
support material in the middle of the tube to
seal off the top. The angle of the dome was
interpreted by the 3D printer that there was no
object being printed in thin air. This will prove
essential to this research as the final designs
will be based around the success of this concept,
where 3D printed diabetic storage kits through
TPU will not need support materials.

Fig:79
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Fig:80

Outcome: experiment 8

Fig:81

Fig:82

Fig:83
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Final experiment
and
design:
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Each past experiment had its own individual
goal which contributes to this final outcome.
We can see this through the use of ABS
materials experiments which helped to establish
the relationship of the diabetic equipment’s with
one another(exp4), the individual storage kits
which provided insight on each specific
equipment concerning their size and function
(exp6). Pacific patterns which help guide 3D
printers in achieving quality finish, the use of
familiar Pacific patterning to encourage our
Pacific people to be active not only with their
diabetes but also their identity (exp7). The use of
a bike scenario to establish a setting and a TPU
test which explore its qualities without using
support material to 3D print (exp8).

method also enhanced my knowledge about the
material which will help to create it in full scale.

The final design has continued to use TPU as
the material of choice. This final design
incorporates all of the previous experiments into
one cohesive storage kit. The concept was a fresh
redesign which incorporated certain values
presented previously in other experiments.
To begin. This final design was inspired not only
through previous experiments but the idea of
cohesiveness among the diabetic equipment’s.
It explored cohesiveness through a stable design
that is trust worthy to protect diabetic
equipment. It also explored cohesiveness
between the different individual components
that will interact with this design. Which were
bike, user and diabetic equipment. I attempted
this experiment by cutting the concept in half.
The reason for this was my lack of experience
printing in TPU and most objects I did print
with TPU were small individual parts. This

Fig:84, Early stages of final
design.
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Half scale
The three hollow slots are storage for the insulin
pen, monitor and lancer. The measurements of
the 3 equipment have been fitted to suit TPU.
The circle clip at the bottom uses its flexibility
to clip onto bike bars, this can also be adjusted
through solid works if bike bars are much
smaller or bigger. The outer shell is used to add
an additional layer of protection towards the
fragile equipment’s. I created the form using a
shell technique which helps reduce the use of
support material. (fig:85,86)
6 months experimenting into the TPU material,
this print has been by far the most successful.
The change of nozzle heads on the 3D printer
was a key component of this progress. Nozzle
head used was a 1mm hole from the Upmini
(3D printer) this determines how thick the
material will extrude. The nozzle head(fig:87)
from the Upmini 3D printer was used in an
Upbox 3D printer(fig:88), this produced better
results. I did this swap to utilise the larger print
platform provided by the Up box printers. I used
the shell technique where the Upbox printer
and TPU material were producing results. Since
the nozzle head is at 1mm I also increased the
resolution to 40mm causing for more extrusion
of the material. Nozzle height was at 211.5 and
was printing with no raft, unsolid model.
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Fig:85

Fig:86

Fig:87

Fig:88
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Half scale outcome
Results produced by this experiment was
flawless. No excess raft was present, each layer
had a glossy finish and support material was not
needed. The quality of the TPU product was by
far one of the most success prints in this
research.

Fig:89

Fig:90
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Full scale model:
The full scale model began with the settings used The following settings (fig:91) will undergo
in the half scaled model. Results produced were not slight adjusments to determine the best fit for
of standard, which caused for an alteration. Due to 3D printing in this research.
the results of nozzle change in the half scale model,
I applied the same method here. By experimenting
with a nozzle size change and keeping the form of
the design as a shell object. See figure 91 for
settings.

Fig:91
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TEST:1.0
Test 1.0 used a nozzle head of 0.5mm, a shell fill
which creates the hollowness, quality was set at
fast to increase the print time of the model, the
no raft option was selected and the z resolution
was set at 0.40mm to also increase the thickness
of each layer being extruded.
The results showed good quality in some areas
but was mostly dominated with a rough finish.
Layers seem to have not melted well which
creates a rough surface, with signs of unfinished
areas and raft which resembles that of spider
webs.
Fig:92
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TEST:2.0
The next step was an increase in nozzle diameter
to 1mm. The same settings were also used for
test 2.0.
By using a larger nozzle head of 1mm, the
outcome produced a somewhat better quality
print. It wasn’t an obvious change but the
outcome nevertheless was an improvement. The
surface showed better results than test 1.0 with
most layers being merged successfully apart from
some areas which lacked consistency . The spider
webs (raft) was not as noticeable as test 1.0
which showed improvement of this area.(fig:93)

Fig:93
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TEST:3.0-4.0
Test 3.0 saw increased changes to further explore credited to how the final design is drawn up on
different settings in hope of improving the
CAD which utilises the shapes and angles which
quality of print, the nozzle head remained at
seem 3D printing friendly.
1mm as it showed promising signs. Noticeable
changes that occurred was the quality of the
print which was at fast has now been decreased
to normal speed, the shell fill option was
deselected and change into a compact fill,
z resolution which extrudes the thickness of
the material was fined tuned from 0.40mm to
0.25mm, the colour was changed from black to
white. The last changes made was concerning
the support material, an area in which has been
discouraged due to its hassles of cleaning and
impossible removal without effecting the
entire model. The need to add a support base was
linked to the idea that the unfinished or rough
surface models was the result of an unstable
platform. Since the structure of the final
design is a consistent object from top to
bottom the support material will only be present
at the beginning of the print, which provides the
platform. No other support material is needed
as the CAD design for this model have no loose
objects being print in thin air.
The results(fig:94,95) show a success with the
changes made. The outcome produced a clean
smooth surface quality which hasn’t been
achievable of late. The excess raft similar to that
of spider webs was not found in these test which
also proved a success. Support material used for
the platform of this design was not as difficult
to remove as other experiments, this could be
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Fig:94

Fig:95
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Lids for final design:
Moving on from the success of test 3.0 and 4.0,
the final design was still incomplete.
The following approach I took was to create lids
for the two designs. The lids will complement
the main body design by enclosing the object to
keep the equipment intact. Figures 96, 97 show
the 3D visualisation of this object. It was also
set out to attempt a print without using support
material, if still manageable.

Fig:96

Fig:97

The first test without using a support platform,
failed. At this point my obsession for a no
support platform finish has again come up short.
A change of approach is questioned.
The noticeable signs where support material
would have benefited the lids is at the base.
There was a lot of gaps which indicated that the
material was not sticking onto the print bed.
The lids were also short and did not fit the body
model. See figures 98,99. These issues will be
addressed in the next attempt.

Fig:98

Fig:99
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By utilising the support material and increasing
the length on the lids, a quality of high standard
was manageable. A smooth finish was created
within and outside of the lids. The only issue
for concern was the rough finish made by the
support material when removed. Although the
removal of support material left a rough finish,
the quality of the entire print was of standard.

Due to its weaving the durability and strength
of the baskets are reliable. It is also present
within TPU printing as the weaving like
structure combined with the material qualities
create a strong and durable storage kit.

The removal of the support material exposed the
finer details of its anatomy (fig:100).
The interweaving of the TPU to create the
object resembles that of Pacific weaving where
mats, bags and accessories are woven together
with flax. Mostly used to carry products (taro,
bananas, breadfruit...) from the plantation.

Fig:100
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Fig:101

Fig:102
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Combination: whiterhino

Fig:103

Complete piece: The combination of the black
lids with test 4.0. The black and white contrast
that complements any bike aesthetically.
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Combination: Reddit

Fig:104

This complete piece was dipped into red dye. It
questions the viewers to have their own perception
of its contents.
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Fig:105

Fig:106

Fig:107
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Fig:108

Fig:109

Fig:110
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Final development: Pacific patterning
With the completion of quality prints with TPU,
a synthesis system of storage for diabetic
equipment and the use of a bike scenario.
The next task at hand was to further develop the
final bike design through Pacific patterning and
interaction issues
As talked about earlier in this research, the use
of Pacific patterning as identity and a means for
3D printing methods is now taking place on the
final design. The patterns present on the final
design are of a spear and flower (fig:111,112).
Two of the most familiar patterning shared
amongst the vast Pacific cultures. The patterns
were sculpted through solid works with a depth
of 1mm. Because the patterning is visible on the
surface, it holds similar traits to that of carving
(traditional method). A similar method through
a contemporary process of carving is what I am
practising (3D printing). I found its similarities
with how constant tinkering and adjustment
through the design process to iron out a final
outcome holds relation to that of carving when
producing the final product. This relationship
demonstrates how my identity as a
contemporary Pacific designer through 3D
printing can be viewed as an addition to Pacific
carving

Fig:111

Fig:112
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Fig:113

Fig:114
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Interaction
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Interaction issues:1.0
Fig:115

Fig:116

Interaction issues between the
equipment and storage kit primarily was
due to the difficulty of removing the
equipment from storage. The equipment
will tend to rattle when moved. The
hollow tubes did not take into detail
finger sizes when removing the object.
This could prove deadly if the user is
required to remove their insulin pen
(monitor or lancer).

Fig:117
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Interaction issue: 2.0
Fig:118

Fig:119

This attempt was to cut certain areas of the
storage kit where gaps can be used to slide the
equipment in and out. A method that proved to
work to an extent. The equipment was
manageable to remove, but the duration would
at time be frustrating. The gaps did not allow
enough room for a finger to apply the needed
pressure for a smooth transaction. Causing it to
drop back into storage at times.

Fig:120
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Interaction issue:3.0

To counter the issue, the extruded cuts were
made smaller. This was to increase the amount
of pressure the finger could apply. It requires the
user to apply pressure at a specific designated
area. It makes for a simple approach for sliding
the equipment out.

Fig:121 , 122 , 123
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Finger slots in action:
The interaction with the slots is simple but
was not as effective as I would like. The smaller
extrudes did make for more manageable access
by utilising pressure at a certain area. The rattling
issue was still present throughout both adjustments.
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Fig:124

The finger slot interaction as seen in figure 124 was
successful to an extent. It was still difficult to remove
the equipment. This can be dangerous towards the
user as the need to access the equipment is a matter
of life and death.
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Solution: Caps
Fig:125

The cap system was yet deployed once again
to solve ongoing issues. Its implementation is
to try and minimise the rattling and to make
removal of equipment effect. The caps will
utilise the flexible nature of TPU by expanding
when equipment is inserted. By having the caps
expand due to the equipment, the area of storage
will be filled to a tight fit. Because the caps will
cause a tight fit onto the equipment, removal of
the caps is not necessary as it will not hinder the
user’s process to monitoring their diabetes.

Fig:126

Fig:127
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Caps in motion:

Fig:128
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Fig:129

Fig:130
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Fig:131
Fig:132
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Final Design

The final design was ready for participant
insepction/feedback
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Fig:133

Fig:134
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Fig:135

Fig:136
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Fig:137

Fig:138
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Fig:139

Fig:140
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Meeting the target
audience
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By establishing the bike as a scenario for type 1
adolescent as an activity. The approach here was
to introduce my participants to the possibilities
3D printing can provide through tailored
specific objects unique to them. The process to
meet with my participants after a model of high
standard was complete is to encaptivate and
invite the participant to dream big in an area
where they won’t be restricted by their condition.
Participants were provided by diabetes youth
New Zealand in Wellington. The informal
discussions were held at Victoria University’s
Design campus, Te Aro. The discussions with
the participants was to further develop the bike
design through their experiences with their
current storage kit. A total of 5 meetings with
participants was meant to be scheduled, but due
to sudden personal family commitments which
required a suspension, limited the meeting to
one.
Results from the first meeting with participants,
I have highlighted certain key feedback’s. Most
participants shared the same interests in ideas
and problematic solutions which will contribute
to this research. The aim of the meeting was to
introduce the participants to the research. We
also carried out informal conversations on their
recent diabetes kit. The experiences shared by the
participants about their diabetes kit, was motivational and exciting. One problem which did arise

frequently was how dull their kits are, they were
looking for a design that held all the required
components which was functional and
aesthetically pleasing to them.
The main topics of feedback from the participants were:
* Disposable unit for used test strips
* A smaller kit
* Customisation
* The ability to use the equipment without
removing it.
* Wearable
* Durable
The meeting with the participants was of great
success. The kids were full of excitement and
were truly happy that they were presented with
an opportunity to create unique objects, which
solve ongoing personal issues they face with
their current diabetic storage kit.
Three participants flourished in this opportunity
and presented the future of this research.
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Feedback: 1.0

The only female in the experiment.
Her main focus was whether the diabetic kit
could be fashionable enough for her to wear
around. She currently leaves her diabetic
equipment within a different bag, depending
on the style of clothing she is wearing for the
day. Other contents included in this bag are her
essential going out kit.

Her ideal diabetic kit is something with texture,
which could distinguish itself from other bags,
so when she does reach for it she would know
exactly which one it is. She also had interest in
something that could be wearable. A diabetic kit
that could also hold her phone and cards. Extra
space for used test strips is also a key
component.

These are: Phone, cards x4 and maybe a bit of
make-up depending on the activity.
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Feedback: 2.0

Participant 2 is going to start high school. He
was full of ideas and had wanted a compact
system for the kit. Style was not as high on
the priority list for this participant but rather
functionality and size. A compact kit which can
accompany for his glucose tablets and used test
strips as well.

This could be a vital part of this research as most
participants seem to share the same idea.

One idea put forward from this participant was
to have a kit where you wouldn’t have to remove
the lancer and monitor when in use, having
them usable while still placed within the kit.
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Feedback: 3.0

Participant 3 is the youngest in my group of
for holding glucose pills or mentos. The idea of
participants. He had a mixture of aesthetic and
using your kit without removing the equipment
functionality for a diabetes kit. He was interested seem to be popular among the participants.
in a colourful kit which is compact in size, a kit
that could go around your body like a AMMO
BAG strap. He also pointed out that he carries
mentos(lollies) as his sugar dose if low. What
problem he has now is that his test strips are
everywhere and the mentos seem to follow suit.
What was common is the need for a compact
kit which held extra departments specialized
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The feedback from the participants proved a success. Their daily interaction with their diabetic
storage kits has generated a wealth of knowledge
concerning certain issues which pharmaceutical companies tend to not explore. Most of the
concerning issues from the discussion were based
around the size and functionality of storage kits
provided. They were bulky, no cohesiveness between the equipment’s itself as everything is just
dumped into the bag. The current storage kit is
generalised to be used for all purposes, where in
fact only certain amount of equipment is needed
when outside of home care, something a newly
diagnosed type 1 diabetic adolescent will not
understand and can be stressful. Current storage
kits are boring in the eyes of adolescents with no
sense of creativity. And finally the user(adolescents) of the current storage kits have little or no
variety of options.
Feedback concerning the bike kit design put
forward, bought about mixed reactions. The participants took a liking towards the aesthetics of
the design but would prefer to have a storage kit
for other activities as well. They weren’t against
the design but were simply excited about the
possibilities this research present. Their feedback
automatically enhanced my understanding of
interaction between storage kit and user which
immediately prompted further concepts and
developments.
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Future Developments

Due to time constraints and unforeseen
situations, the research is left here with immense opportunities for future implications.
The feedback information from participants
indicated the vast knowledge of the adolescent
through their experiences with the current
diabetes storage kits. An opportunity to use
design methods to further solve interaction
issues between the diabetic and their storage
kit. A path I will pursue which only seems
fitting as the joy I found within my
participants was humbling and inspiring.
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Conclusion
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Pacific identity has always been one of the
forefront movements that we as Pacific people
challenge, its ideologies and stigma bestowed
onto us by foreigners. To generalise the
Pacific and its peoples in the vastest ocean
(Pacific Ocean) of the world is unfair and
injustice. Our pride to sustain and develop our
culture within a contemporary context can
influence the way we, the Pacific people can
forge our own identity.

research explored a chronic illness highly present
within Pacific cultures, to utilise 3D printing as
means of solving issues concerning their storage
kit.

Contemporary art forms are increasingly being
indigenised by Pacific artists around the world,
but most heavily in Aoateroa, New Zealand.
Local influences with the likes of Albert Wendt,
Filipe Tohi, David Hakaraia and Lionel Taito
have begun to cohesively blend their culture
within their contemporary context, through the
means of academia, modern materials, digital
fabrication and 3D technology. Their cohesive
blending of both contemporary and
traditional Pacific cultures paves the way for
inspiring Pacific artists or designers to contribute towards the development of not only their
discipline but culture as well.
My past work demonstrates the influence of my
upbringing and tertiary education. Which
incorporates 3D technology to assist with issues
concerning the Pacific. Numerous aspect of Pacific culture is constantly being visited with 3D
technology which help produce unique
outcomes that show a cohesive relationship
between the two. This synthesis between
contemporary and Pacific cultures portrays my
identity as a Pacific artist who uses
contemporary tools. Through this reasoning the

Mastery is shown through the research of
interdisciplinary areas of Pacific and Design,
by extracting Pacific ideologies and concerns of
identity and diabetes, to find solutions through
a design realm (3D printing diabetes storage
kits). Which addresses the daily concerns faced
by type 1 adolescents in managing an illness that
has removed their sense of autonomy. Loss of
autonomy is being restore by the means of a 3D
printed diabetes storage kit. The opportunity to
customise a desired storage kit provides the
adolescent with a sense of control over this
chronic illness that has bestowed itself onto
them.
The storage kit was tailored for a bike which
instil values of functionality where Pacific
patterning is used to assist 3D printed methods.
Identity is also portrayed through Pacific
patterning, where the familiarity of Pacific
designs can invite our Pacific people to be
proactive within the 3D printing realm. In this
case diabetes storage kits are made for bike riding, encouraging our diabetic Pacific people with
a means of exercise. The final design
represents a symbol of giving back of self
autonomy towards adolescents with this life time
illness. As already segregated from their peers
due to this illness, the research shifts the
perception of guilt from viewers about type 1
diabetes, into a sense of acknowledgement
through their unique 3D printed storage kits.
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Lastly this thesis as a whole contributes to my
inspired vision influenced by Albert Wendt, to
forge a new identity for the Pacific, by accepting
3D printing on our terms where it benefits not
only my Samoan culture but also the Pacific.
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